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Taking Stock of Recent Experiences:
a menu of options

https://www.iisd.org/library/guidebook-reviews-fossil-fuel-subsidies

Context Country

Report released

APEC

Peru

2015, available

APEC

New Zealand

2015, available

APEC

Philippines

2016, available

APEC

Chinese Taipei

2017, available

APEC

Vietnam

Started in 2017

APEC

Brunei

Pending

G20

China

2016, available

G20

United States

2016, available

G20

Mexico

2017, available

G20

Germany

2017, available

G20

Indonesia

Started in 2017

G20

Italy

Started in 2017

FFS Reviews Emerged within the Context of
International Commitments
From 2009: commitment to “phase out and rationalise over the
medium term inefficient FFS” “that encourage wasteful
consumption” “while providing targeted support for the poorest”.

FFS Reviews are mostly voluntary assessments that can
serve many purposes & audiences depending on the
country’s needs & preferences:
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FFS Reviews: Some essentials
• Since reviews are voluntary, their format is owned by the volunteering
country. The format is expected to rely on Established Practices and
Combinable Options (next slides)
• Determine a lead Ministry or Agency to coordinate the review (e.g. Ministry
of Finance, Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Environment)
• Identify resources within government: budget, technical expertise
• Allow sufficient time for homework and coordination (at least half a year)
• Prepare a well-researched self-report for the panel
• Use a template for subsidy descriptions
• Use the review to support reforms. The value of review is not exhausted
with its publication: a lot depends on how the country uses it.

Reviews Identify and Quantify FFS: a template is a must

Established Practices: a high-level overview
• Self reports are a first step and may be followed by peer reviews
• The economies hosting the G20 or APEC summit have all volunteered for an FFS
peer review
• For economies that are members of both G20 and APEC, G20 reviews take
precedence and count towards the APEC commitment too
• Within the G20,
• FFS peer reviews have been undertaken in economy pairs
• The OECD chairs and acts as a de facto secretariat of G20 peer reviews of FFS
• G20 countries provide own funding for reviews

• Within APEC,
• No economy pairing; panel formed by other APEC representatives
• In 2013, APEC’s Energy Working Group established a VPR/IFFSR Secretariat with a 5-year
grant from the USAID

Combinable Options: Building blocks of FFS reviews
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ANNEX

Fossil Fuel Subsidies: Several definitions
• Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures (ASCM)
of the WTO (most widely
recognised)
• Government support (OECD)
• IEA’s subsidy definition
• Preferential treatment

